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In the presence of the electrosatic fluctua-
tions, the neoclassical transport equations for 
the banana-plateau .radial particle and heat 
fluxes and the bootstrap current are given by 
where the transport matrix L is the same as 
(B · Ki2) = -1.30 PiBo L'a*iklllik 
k 
(j = 1, 2) 
2 -- 2 2 . 
where Jik = ei (l<l>kl )ens/Ti IS the fluctua-
tion spectrum and 'E' represents the sum-
mation over the wavenumber region where 
·lw*e rJi I kli VTi I rv 2 and (J *i is the sign of the ion 
diamagnetic drift frequency. The dimension-
less constants are given by Cy1 = -3.05, Cy2 = 
0.85, Cw1 = 1.94, Cw2 = -0.45. 
The poloidal flow velocity is given by 
the standard neoclassical one, and effects of In the right-hand side, the first term represents 
the anomalous forces Kai (a == e, i j == 1, 2) the ion temperature gradient driven poloidal 
and the anomalous poloidal flow shifts Wai due flow in the plateau regime given by the conven-
to the fluctuations are included in the modi- tional neoclassical theory, the second is from 
fied current and the modified thermodynamic the fluctuation effects (B · Ki2) and Wii. The 
forces : ratio of the anomalous poloidal flow to the ion 
2 (m) temperature gradient driven flow has the same (Biu)(m) = (Biu)- n,~"r'ull (BE~A)) -~all~ (B · Ke2) order of magnitude as the ratio of the ano~a-
( ) 
(m) X' ( 12 2 ) lous parallel current to the pressure grad1ent ~~ = ~~ + 21r1 ~ y 5a11.;:; (B · Ke2) + ne (B ) (Wet -Wit) driven bootstrap current and that is estimated 
( !iL.)(m) _ !iL. + x..~ (~-a--Z:L_ (B. K ) _ 1 B2 ) w ) for the plateau regime as · d1/J - d1/J 21rl c 5 ""II n,.m,. a2 \ a2 
( BE~A)) (m) = ( BE~A))- (nee)-1 (B · Ket) 
The anomalous particle and heat fluxes in-
duced by the perpendicular fluctuation forces 
are given by 
(r a. V'lj;)anom = / V'lj; . (Ka1 X n)) 
\maOa 
For the small perpendicular wavenumbers 
satisfying k1.Pi ~ 1 or Wni ~ k11vri, we ob-
tain the slab ion temperature gradient (ITG) 
driven modes with I ( w - wE) I kill rv VTi. using 
the dispersion relation for those modes, we have 
the anomalous ion heat flux and the anoma-
lous effects on the neoclassical banana-plateau 
transport as 
r.-1 (qi. V'lj;)anom = 2.61 ni cT.Bi L 'lkx n· V'l/JIIik 
t e· o ~ k 
where a dimensionless numerical constant is 
omitted and Lri == ldlnTi/drl-1 is used. Thus, 
the anomalous contribution to the transport 
along the magnetic fl. ux surface is expected 
to become dominant in the weak collisional 
plateau regime. The ratio of the anomalous to 
the banana-plateau heat flux is estimated for 
the plateau regime as 
-- rv -- rv - - "'""" k1.Riik· 
qinom xinom 1 ( Lri) I 
qpeo Xieo q Pi 't (1) 
Fro1n k 1. I k11 >> 1, this ratio is much larger than 
the ratio between the anomalous and neoclas-
sical contributions to the poloidal flow and the 
parallel current. 
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